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A numerical study on unsteady free convection viscous fluid flow on a three-
dimensional stagnation point region was studied. On the flow, g-jitter effect occurs 
under microgravity environment and exothermic reaction causing the heat generation 
effect. A system of nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations was modified and 
introduced in this study as an extension from previous study. After semi-similar 
transformation technique, an implicit finite difference scheme known as the Keller-box 
method was imposed on the dimensionless governing equation. The analysis on 
profiles and physical quantities of principal interest was conducted based on the 

parameters considered in this flow; curvature ratio c , oscillation frequency  , 

amplitude of modulation  , and heat generation Q . Analysis on velocity profiles 

shows the behavior for natural convection flow thus satisfies the boundary condition. 
On the other hand, different value of c produced a different special stagnation-point 

flow due to the different geometrical shape implies. In addition, g-Jitter effect 

produced a fluctuating behavior on the flow and heat transfer with larger values of   
increased the convergence rate. From the temperature results, the temperature 

profile was found increased but the heat flux on the wall values decreased as Q

increased. A comparison study on published result with present study shows the result 
on skin friction coefficient and heat flux on the wall corresponds to a very good 
agreement.  
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1. Introduction 
 

A stagnation point is defined as a point on the surface of an object within the flow field where 
the fluid is at rest as it hit the object [1]. Heat transfer on a three-dimensional stagnation-point flow 
were applied in many important applications; manufacturing process of petrochemical industries, 
aerodynamic of plastic sheet and solar central receivers exposed to wind currents [1]. Poots 
formulated a boundary-layer equation for free convection flow within a three-dimensional lower 
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stagnation point on a general curved isothermal surface, while Banks concluded that a three-
dimensional solution can be exhibited on a two-dimensional stagnation point for air medium [2,3]. 
The study is then extended to investigate an infinitely large Prandtl number for a three-dimensional 
problem which is then reduced to a two-dimensional problem [4]. Kumari and Nath focused on the 
unsteady free convection boundary layer hydromagnetic flow near a stagnation point of a three-
dimensional body with applied magnetic field and time dependent wall temperature [5]. Apart from 
that, a study by Bhat and Katagi has solved a mathematical model on incompressible viscous fluid 
problem at two-dimensional stagnation-point region with slip velocity between two porous plate 
using Homotopy analysis [6].  

The study of heat generation in moving fluids is substantial in several physical problems dealing 
with chemical reactions and those concerned with dissociating fluids. Vajravelu and Hadjinicolaou 
studied heat transfer characteristics in the laminar boundary layer of a viscous fluid over a linearly 
stretching continuous surface with viscous dissipation or frictional heating and internal heat 
generation [7]. Chamkha and Camille solved a hydromagnetic flow with heat and mass transfer over 
a flat plate in the presence of heat generation or absorption and thermophoresis [8]. In addition, 
Mendez and Trevino analyzed the effects of a conjugate conduction-natural convection heat transfer 
along a thin vertical plate with non-uniform heat generation by performing asymptotic perturbation 
numerically using the quasi-linearization technique [9]. Mohamed studied the effects of first-order 
homogeneous chemical reaction on the unsteady MHD double-diffusive free convection fluid flow 
past a vertical porous plate [10]. The presence of heat generation observed that as the chemical 
parameter increased, the skin friction coefficient decreased, whereas the local Nusselt number 
remained unaffected. 

Effect of heat generation on stagnation point flow was analyzed by Layek et al., on heat and mass 
transfer towards a heated porous stretching sheet subjected to suction or blowing [11]. Additionally, 
Ahmad and Pop conducted a theoretical study on a stagnation point boundary layer nanofluid flow 
on a permeable stretching sheet in a porous medium in the presence of heat generation [12]. A Lie 
group analysis on stagnation-point flow towards a heated porous stretching sheet saturated with a 
nanofluid and heat absorption or generation was studied by Hamad and Ferdows [13]. For a different 
convective boundary condition, a study was conducted to analyse the stagnation point flow of 
nanofluid near a permeable stretched surface in the presence of porous medium and internal heat 
generation by Alsaedi et al., [14]. Studies on the engineering application problem which closely 
related to endothermic and exothermic reaction caused by chemical reaction were also being studied 
[15-18].  

g-Jitter is defined as an inertia effect due to quasi-steady, oscillatory or transient accelerations 
arising from crew’s motions and machine vibrations in a parabolic aircraft, space shuttle or other 
microgravity environment [19]. Langbein conducted an experimental study on g-jitter induced free 
convection from a sphere which concluded that the solidification of isotherm should use a certain 
value to avoid striations of growing crystals [20]. Rees and Pop then investigated the effects of g-
jitter on vertical free convection boundary layer flow in a porous media numerically [21]. The result 
eventually confined to a thin layer embedded within the main boundary layer and it showed that g-
jitter becomes weak with an increase of distance from the leading edge. Meanwhile, Pan et al., 
presented a mathematical modelling that analysed numerically on the magnetic damping of g-jitter 
driven fluid flow and its effect on the solute element distributions in a simplified Bridgman-
Stockbarger crystal growth system under microgravity environment [22]. 

Sharidan et al., examined the effects of g-jitter induced free convection boundary layer flow near 
a three-dimensional stagnation point of attachment numerically [23]. The problem was then 
numerically extended to a non-Newtonian micropolar fluid near a three-dimensional stagnation 
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point region induced by g-jitter [24]. By using enhanced fluid on the flow, Kamal et al., extended the 
study in three-dimensional stagnation point flow for heat and mass transfer properties [25]. As for 
boundary layer flow induced by g-jitter and heat generation, Chamkha conducted a study in analysing 
behaviour of a simple system consisting of two parallel impermeable infinite plates with g-jitter, 
transverse magnetic field and heat generation at four different thermal boundary conditions [26]. 
Bhaduria et al., later presented a study on heat transport in a porous medium under the combined 
effect of internal heating and time-periodic gravity modulation [27]. Consequently, this present study 
of g-jitter effects on unsteady free convection boundary layer flow at a three-dimensional stagnation 
point region induced by internal heat generation will be highlighted. 
 
2. Methodology  
2.1 Mathematical Model 
 

Consider the unsteady free convection flow near the stagnation point of a heated three-
dimensional body with effects of heat generation placed in a viscous and incompressible fluid of 

uniform temperature T . It is assumed that the uniform temperature of the body suddenly changes 

from wT  to T , where wT T . A locally Cartesian orthogonal system  , ,x y z  is chosen with the 

origin N at the nodal stagnation point as shown in Figure 1, where the x   and y  coordinates are 

measured along the body surface, while the z  coordinate is measured normal to the body surface.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Physical model on Cartesian coordinate system 

 

Consider gravity vector  *g t  is normal to the surface at 0x   and 0y  . Under a microgravity 

environment, a fluctuating gravitational field was defined as [23], 
 

 *

0( ) 1 cosg t g t                  (1) 

 

where 0g  is the mean gravitational acceleration,   is the amplitude of modulation and   is the 

frequency of g-jitter, k is the unit vector acting opposite to the z direction and t  is time. With this 
assumption, the governing equation of free convection boundary layer flow induced by g-jitter and 
internal heat generation assumed as [23,28], 
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Here , ,u v w  are the velocity components along the , ,x y z   axes, T  is the fluid temperature, g  is 

the magnitude of the gravity acceleration,   is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity,   is the 
kinematic viscosity,   is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, a  and b  are the 

parameters of the principal curvatures at N of the body measured in the planes x  and y  respectively. 

There is no loss of generality that requires a b  with 0a  . Clearly 0b   corresponds to the plane 

stagnation flow case, while b a  is the axisymmetric case. We assume here that a  and b  are 
positive so that solutions of the resulting equations lead to a stagnation point which are nodal points 

of attachment, i.e. 0 1c  ,  where c b a . However, a  or b  could also be negative which are the 

saddle points of attachment, i.e. 1 0c   . Since most shapes of practical interest lie between 

cylinder  0c   and sphere  1c  , we shall confine our analysis to nodal points of attachment only 

 0 1c  . Semi-similar transformation technique implies on Eq. (2) to Eq. (6) using semi-similar 

variables in Eq. (7) such that [23,29], 
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where    3 2

0 wGr g T T a    is the Grashof number and primes denote represents partial 

differential equation with respect to 𝜂. Eq. (2) to Eq. (6) undergo semi-similar transformation 
technique using Eq. (7) and produced a system of non-dimensional partial differential equation such 
that, 
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The physical quantities of principal interest analysed in this problem are wall skin friction coefficient 

fxC  and 
fyC  together with local Nusselt number, Nu  is defined as 
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where   and   are the density and dynamic viscosity, respectively. By using Eq. (7), Eq. (12) 

becomes a non-dimensional physical quantity such as, 
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2.2 Method of Solution 
 

The system of the dimensionless partial differential equations, Eq. (8) to Eq. (10) together with 
the boundary conditions Eq. (11) were solved numerically using an implicit finite scheme known as 
Keller-box method. The partial differential equations will first be reduced to a first order and 
discretized by using central difference. Then, Newton’s method is used to linearize the resulting 
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equation and then employed into a coefficient matrix and becomes a system of finite different 
equations. Finally, the linear system is solved using block tridiagonal elimination method. 

All the results were obtained using uniform grids in both   and   direction with 0.1   and 

0.04  . A solution converges when the maximum absolute point change between iteration is 
1010 . The detailed results are presented for the amplitude of the gravity modulation in the range 

0 1  , frequency of the single-harmonic components of oscillation is 0.2  and 5 , and the curvature 
ratio at the stagnation point c  values are 0,0.5  and 1 . The results are then presented graphically 

corresponding to the effect for each parameter and discussed briefly. 
 
3. Results  
 

Results were obtained from the systems of equation that have been solved numerically using 
Keller-box method. The solution begins when a stagnation-point near 0x   with initial boundary 
which then proceeds to the boundary layer of stagnation point region. The results of the present 
study show a very good agreement with previous study by Sharidan et al., [23] shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1 
Comparison of reduced skin frictions and heat transfer rate for 

1,Pr 0.72, 0.2      and various value of c  

 Sharidan et al., [23] Present 
c  0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 

''(0)f  0.824202 0.765179 0.730998 0.823456 0.766882 0.732769 

''(0)h  0 0.410019 0.730998 0 0.410794 0.732769 

'  0.357429 0.407123 0.437107 0.35752 0.40710 0.43719 

 
The analysis was conducted on velocity and temperature profiles with different values of heat 

generation parameter Q , curvature ratio c , and frequency of oscillation   as presented in Figure 2 

to 4. Constant values for other parameter were chosen such that Prandtl number Pr 0.72 which 
represent air medium and amplitude of modulation 0.3   respectively. Figure 2 presents the 
velocity and temperature profiles results for 0c  , 0.2,5  and 0,1, 2Q  with respect to boundary 

layer thickness  . As values for Q  increased, the results of velocity profile on x  direction 'f  

decreased for 0.2 . A contradict behaviour was noticed on temperature profile   in which the 
temperature increased as Q  increased. Besides that, the same behaviour on 'f and   was noticed 

even for larger size of frequency 5 . By comparing the profiles results for the different   size, 
smaller   produced larger value of 'f  and  . An interesting behaviour was identified on velocity 

profile in y direction ',h  for 0c  . For both sizes of  , there was no changes on 'h  as Q  increased. 

A small conclusion was made that heat generation parameter provide a significant effect on the flow 
pattern. 

Figure 3 illustrates the profiles of ', 'f h and   for different Q  and   parameter values. From the 

graph analysed, velocity profiles 'f  and 'h  decreased as Q  value increased while   increased for 

0.2.  As for 5 , the flow and heat properties behave the same way with smaller sizes but have 
a bigger magnitude values in term of profile. In this figure, the behaviour of 'h  are not the same as 

'h  in Figure 2 as there is significant changes with the increased of Q . Heat generation effect are 

considered in boundary layer flow as there is heat source produced inside of the fluid flow that also 
known as exothermic phenomena. In contrast, an endothermic is a phenomenon that occurred as 
heat sink was produced from chemical reaction on the fluid. In this study, heat generation effect was 
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considered, thus there will be an additional heat sources that contribute to  
 

   

   
Fig. 2. The variation of velocity profiles ', 'f h  and temperature profiles   on the effect of Q  and   

with constant 0c  and 0.3   

 
the fluid. The extra heat sources will increase the heat enhancement properties of the fluid as shown 
in the increased of   values. From the literature, the presence of Q on boundary layer flow were 

known significantly affecting the sheer stress fluid motion. Thus, profiles on 'f  and 'h  were 

increased as sheer stress raised with the presence of Q  in boundary layer flow.  

Analysis on ', 'f h  and   profiles were presented in Figure 4 with constant   and c  with different 

values of Q  and  . The same behaviour was noticed on flow and temperature profiles as discussed 

in Figures 2 and 3. Velocity profiles on the same frequency of oscillation size provide an interesting 
behaviour to be analysed. The value for both velocity profiles on 'f  and 'h were found to be the 

same in term of magnitude as   increased at 1c  . Aside from that, the pattern produced by the 

profiles revealed the typical profiles for natural convection boundary layer flow. For the velocity 
profiles on 'f  and 'h , there was no movement at the boundary wall, and the value increased to the 

peak values as   increased. The velocity profiles were finally approached to zero as   increased 

larger or to infinity. Besides that, the   pattern also followed the behaviour of free convection 
boundary layer flow with the temperature profile gradually decreased with the increased of  . The 

precision of our model and solving method implied in this problem were also supported based on the 
profiles results on ', 'f h  and   that satisfied the boundary condition of the proposed model. 
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Fig. 3. The variation of velocity profiles ', 'f h  and temperature profiles   on the effect of Q  and   with 

constant 0.5c  and 0.3   

  
As a part of the analysis conducted in this study, physical quantities of principal interest has also 

been analysed for skin friction coefficient on x  direction ''f  and y direction ''h  together with 

heat flux on the wall '  as presented in Figure 5 to 10. The results of '', ''f h  and ' on 0c   with 

different value of Q  and 0.2  is illustrated in Figure 5 while larger size of   with 5  is 

presented in Figure 6. In each graph, a fluctuation behaviour is noticed on each of the physical 
quantity studied as the values of   increased. It is worth to mention that the range for   was selected 
based on g-jitter properties that reversed it direction as 1  . In analysing the effect of Q  in Figures 

5 and 6, larger values of Q  increased the values of ''f  and ''h  while decreased the value of ' . As 

the effect of heat generation considered in this problem, there are heat sources produced inside the 
fluid caused by chemical reaction phenomena. Since there is heat produced inside of the fluid, the 
rate of heat transfer from the body wall to the fluid or known as heat flux '  were also reduced. 
Besides that, the graph presenting skin friction on ''h  in Figures 5 and 6 did not change as the time 
  and   increased for all values of Q . Values chosen for c  were actually represent the geometrical 

shape of boundary body. Here, 0c   represents the cylindrical geometrical shape that contributes 
to no significant changes on ''h . From the literature, as ''h did not change, a special type of flow 
known as plane stagnation-point flow. 
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Fig. 4. The variation of velocity profiles ', 'f h  and temperature profiles   on the effect of Q  and   

with constant 1.0c  and 0.3   

 
Different values of c were analysed in Figures 7 and 8 with constant 0.5c   and Pr 0.72 that 

represent the air medium. Fluctuation behaviour is noticed in all physical quantities including on ''h  
that did not change in Figures 5 and 6. The effect of Q  showed the same behaviour as before on 

'', ''f h  and '  when Q  values increased. By comparing the effect of   in Figures 7 and 8, larger 

value of   were able to reduce the peak values on all physical quantities and more significantly on 
'  as compared on ''f  and ''h . From the analysis, we may conclude that larger values of   may 

increase the converge rate of the problem. Other than that, the magnitude of ''h was found to be 
smaller than ''f  for the same values of   and Q . The analysis results also show that increased of 

Q  increased the values of skin frictions in both direction ''f  and ''h . As discussed before in the 

velocity profile result was reduced in the presence of Q  due to the contribution to the rise of sheer 

stress on the fluid motion. Additional frictional force was experienced at the boundary layer surface 
due to the rise of sheer stress which contribute to the rise of ''f  and ''h . A small conclusion could 

be made in which that the presence of heat generation effect provides a very significant effect on 
flow and temperature characteristics. 

Figures 9 and 10 show the results of skin frictions ''f  and ''h  together with heat flux on the wall 

'  for parameter 1.c   Figure 9 presents an analysis of the physical quantities for smaller  
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Fig. 5. The variation of skin friction coefficients '', ''f h  and heat flux on the wall '  on the effect of 

Q  and   with constant 0c  and 0.2  

 
size of frequency of oscillation 0.2  while Figure 10 presents the analysis for bigger sizes with 

5 . The increased of parameter Q  on physical quantities '', ''f h  and ' were found to be the 

same in Figure 5 to 8. As for  , larger values of   increased the convergence rate as discussed in 
Figure 5 to 8. In addition, for 0   a fluctuation behaviour did not occur at this condition on all 
physical quantities studied. Steady state condition was considered when the problem did not  
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Fig. 6. The variation of skin friction coefficients '', ''f h  and heat flux on the wall '  on the effect of 

Q  and   with constant 0c  and 5  

 
depend on t  and in our study occurs at 0  . g-Jitter is an effect that occurs under unsteady 
condition only, thus in certain cases fluctuation gravitational field did not occur. In addition, the 
highest peak values for every physical quantity studied '', ''f h  and '  occurs at 1  . It is 

interesting to discuss that the result of skin frictions in Figures 9 and 10 have the same values of ''f   
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Fig. 7. The variation of skin friction coefficients '', ''f h  and heat flux on the wall '  on the effect of 

Q  and   with constant 0.5c  and 0.2  

 
and ''h  at any t . At parameter 1,c   values for ''f  and ''h  were found to be the same which caused 

by the geometrical shape body. Spherical boundary geometrical shape was represented by 1c   and 
caused a special stagnation-point flow. An axisymmetric stagnation-point flow was produced as skin 
fiction ''f  and ''h having the same values as presented in Figures 9 and 10.  
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Fig. 8. The variation of skin friction coefficients '', ''f h  and heat flux on the wall '  on the effect of 

Q  and   with constant 0.5c  and 5  
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Fig. 9. The variation of skin friction coefficients '', ''f h  and heat flux on the wall '  on the effect of 

Q  and   with constant 1.0c  and 0.2  
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Fig. 10. The variation of skin friction coefficients '', ''f h  and heat flux on the wall '  on the effect of 

Q  and   with constant 1.0c  and 5  

 
4. Conclusions 
 

A fundamental study on three-dimensional stagnation-point boundary layer flow with internal 
heat generation under microgravity environment was successfully conducted. A modified system of 
partial differential equation that were introduced and analysed numerically in term of profiles and 
physical quantities. Based on analysis, it can be concluded that 

1. The presence of Q  in boundary layer flow increased '', ''f h  and   but decreased the ', 'f h  

and ' . 
2. Different values of c  produced different types of stagnation-point flow. 
3. The highest peak values of physical quantities were produced at 1  . 
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4. Larger value of   increased the convergence rate of the stagnation-point flow. 
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